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CINCINNATI OHIO, Jan. 22, 2019 (VIA RELEASE) – AirTrac Transport LLC, the Cincinnati-based high speed transit 
innovation company leading the revolution in mass transportation, exhibited last week for the first time on the 
national stage at the 2019 Transportation Research Board annual meeting in Washington, DC. 

“We are on the verge of a societal shift in mass transportation systems”, said Eugene Timperman, the inventor 
of the AirTrac technology. “The financial benefit of AirTrac will be enormous” said Sherman Couch, the AirTrac 
North American business development lead.   

The strong reception of this technology as seen in Washington was overwhelming and profound. The features 
and benefits of AirTrac were quickly understood by researchers, industry and transit system planners.  The 
response from these stakeholders was enthusiastic.  

Especially exciting were invitations to engage and work to form the future of high speed transportation from a  
mix of transportation operators, planners, national and international government agencies. 

Additionally, an economic benefits review is in progress by respected W. David Montgomery. Dr. Montgomery 
has a Doctor of Philosophy in Economics, Harvard University and a 40 year career of teaching, government 
service and consulting. He was previously Assistant Director of the U.S. Congressional Budget Office and taught 
economics at Caltech and Stanford University.  Dr. Montgomery's comments: 

“If sufficient scale can be achieved in manufacturing the components of the system, AirTrac promises to 
be a less risky and more cost-effective approach to fixed-route transportation than new rail systems or 
unproven technologies for high speed service.” 

About AirTrac Transportation 
 
AirTrac is a revolutionary high speed transit technology being advanced out of Cincinnati, Ohio. AirTrac is a fast, 
affordable, and convenient regional transportation technology. It is designed to lower costs, protect the 
environment, create US jobs and foster new technologies. 
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